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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The NetApp management software strategy addresses the problems associated with legacy 

siloed architectures such as overprovisioned and underutilized storage, the complexity 

introduced by virtual sprawl, and the challenges associated with delivering a service catalog.  

A far-reaching management strategy is needed to address your evolving data center. This 

white paper explains our storage management strategy, which is based on storage and 

service efficiencies; enumerates the associated business advantages; and illustrates the 

NetApp approach of control, automate, and analyze. 
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1 INTRODUCTION: DATA CENTER TRANSFORMATION 

Enterprise data centers are facing explosive data growth. IDC predicts 35 zettabytes of digital data by 2020.
1
 

Unchecked data growth and budget pressures are compelling CIOs to find new answers to meet the needs 

of the business. In response, data centers are transforming and moving away from the dedicated, siloed 

architecture designs of yesterday. A journey toward virtualization technologies capable of sharing IT 

resources among applications and users has begun. Beyond virtualization, enterprises are considering 

delivering or consuming IT as a service.  

The possibilities are endless when you begin to think of IT as a service. A service model puts your 

virtualized environment into a fully automated, service-oriented infrastructure of pooled IT resources that 

enables you to easily deliver IT services to your users. A service model takes virtualized environments to 

new levels of intelligence and delivers unprecedented business agility through automation. It‟s about 

providing on-demand computing and storage resources to a variety of applications and users from a unified 

architecture. These integrated, dynamic infrastructures are designed to deliver IT as a service either 

internally or externally. Today only a small percentage of data centers is actively employing a service model, 

but the number is expected to grow steadily. Data center transformation on this order of magnitude will take 

some time.  

Currently, investments in legacy architectures and outmoded methods continue as seemingly the path of 

least resistance. But, in staying with old familiar ways, data centers run the risk of widespread 

overprovisioning and underutilization of IT resources. Average storage utilization rates are thought to hover 

around 40%.
2
 This means storage capacity continues to be grossly underutilized, where more than half of 

available capacity sits idle, consuming floor space and electricity. When so much of your budget is spent on 

inefficient storage utilization, financial resources to support the strategic IT needs of the business are cut 

short. 
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STORAGE AND SERVICE EFFICIENCY  

In managing these transitions, data centers are measuring their success by the efficiency of their 

infrastructure and services. Two major transformations are affecting data centers: virtualization and service 

automation. As data centers virtualize, standardize, and consolidate, efficiencies and cost savings result. At 

the storage layer, additional cost savings are available through storage efficiency technologies such as thin 

provisioning and deduplication and from service efficiencies such as automation and analytics. These enable 

storage efficiency and service efficiency at the storage layer, forming the foundation of our storage 

management strategy. NetApp® OnCommand™ storage management is aimed at delivering both storage 

and service efficiency, helping data center transformation to be successful.  

STORAGE EFFICIENCY 

Storage efficiency is about attaining the benefits of virtualization at the storage layer. A shared storage 

infrastructure amplifies the benefits of reduced cost and flexibility attained through server and application 

virtualization. Improving the efficiency of your storage environment requires an in-depth understanding of 

where you are now and how you can improve. The granular level of monitoring, visibility, and awareness 

required to achieve storage efficiency is available through OnCommand storage management. Once areas 

for improvement are identified, the capabilities inherent in the NetApp Data ONTAP® storage operating 

system enable you to take swift action to optimize storage efficiency. These include efficiencies such as thin 

provisioning, deduplication, clones, and Snapshot™ copies.  
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SERVICE EFFICIENCY 

Service efficiency is achieved through automation and analysis with the goal of delivering a service level to 

users as efficiently as possible. With service efficiency, policy administration takes the place of labor-

intensive tasks. Policy-based automation can eliminate manual processes, increase organizational 

productivity, and reduce errors. Analysis allows you to perform an ongoing objective evaluation of your 

storage environment, proactively identifying areas that genuinely require your attention. Storage that is 

managed as an integral element of your IT infrastructure can help you gain service efficiency. Our 

management strategy takes into account your need to analyze and optimize storage as part of your overall 

IT infrastructure through a shared storage infrastructure. Managing a shared storage infrastructure allows 

the simplification of storage operations by automating tasks associated with storage so you can increase 

operational efficiency. This requires control of storage, automation of services, and analysis of infrastructure 

to achieve service efficiency. Ultimately, service efficiency can enable self-service access to storage 

resources for better user satisfaction and increased staff productivity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1) Service and storage efficiency. 
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3 NETAPP ONCOMMAND MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE BUSINESS 

ADVANTAGES 

OnCommand software is simple, efficient, and flexible, solving the problems that challenge service and 

storage efficiency. 

SIMPLE 

The key to simplicity is our single unified storage architecture, which supports NAS and SAN and a single 

point of management that lets you control and optimize your shared storage infrastructure. Fewer 

management consoles can reduce overhead and improve process efficiencies so you can address and 

understand more about your environment with fewer tools. NetApp has the most effective storage 

management strategy for virtualized data centers, with its ability to control and optimize virtual infrastructure. 

Overall, OnCommand has half the complexity of competing approaches. Why? One set of management 

tools can be used with all our hardware platforms. Integration allows customers to manage NetApp storage 

using familiar tools from Microsoft, VMware, and others. 

EFFICIENT  

Achieve efficiencies, scalability, and cost savings and gain a clearer view of your environment. OnCommand 

software helps you easily see when and where to apply storage efficiency technologies with dashboards and 

reports. Automation can lower costs by automating timely manual processes. Analytics can reduce the 

frequency of errors and the cost of storage and service delivery. As more virtual applications are added to 

your environment, OnCommand management delivers constant monitoring and analyses to help identify 

efficiency metrics critical to application availability and performance while reducing IT spend up to as much 

as 50%. An Oliver Wyman study confirms these savings by pronouncing NetApp has 48% to 63% lower 

internal operational costs over competitor solutions.
3
  

FLEXIBLE  

Visibility and insight, integration with third-party orchestration platforms, hypervisors, and faster response to 

changing needs are ways that OnCommand gives you an edge as you respond to changing demands. 

Software-managed storage pools are the future in storage management, where data is presented to the 

compute layer as SAN, NAS, or objects as required. OnCommand exemplifies this statement through its 

flexible and unified approach. We don‟t compete with management solutions of other IT operations; we 

partner and integrate our strengths. Alternatively, you can integrate your in-house management tools 

through our open APIs and leverage the value of our efficiency technologies. These integrations give 

NetApp customers the flexibility to extend their IT service management solutions to the storage domain for 

increased visibility, control, and efficiency. 
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4 CHALLENGES TO STORAGE AND SERVICE EFFICIENCY 

As infrastructure is virtualized, the resulting computing environment becomes highly dynamic. While these 

dynamic environments dramatically increase utilization, they introduce a level of complexity that, if not 

managed, can put the expected benefits at risk. The following is a list of major stumbling blocks to efficient 

and effective IT management: 

LOW STORAGE UTILIZATION 

The combination of storage area networks (SANs) and network-attached storage (NAS) environments 

requires different management tools for each type and brand of solution or working within different tiers of 

storage. Provisioning storage for these heterogeneous classes of storage is often done using time-

consuming and error-prone manual efforts, custom scripts, and spreadsheets. Complexity such as this 

results in suboptimal utilization rates and inappropriately allocated storage. 

COMPLEX MANAGEMENT TOOLS 

Device and element managers, domain and resource-focused tools, storage network managers, network 

and enterprise management systems, and high-level orchestration management tools are all available and 

used in most data centers. The problem is these tools don‟t always function across platforms. Low 

productivity results when management layers don‟t work together or complement one another. 

INEFFICIENT MANUAL PROCESSES 

Provisioning for shared storage is often done using time-consuming manual efforts, custom scripts, and 

spreadsheets that are cumbersome and inefficient.  

COSTLY ERRORS  

Documenting relationships among devices to accurately diagnose and resolve failures grows more complex 

as the types of devices and volume of data increase. Under these conditions, the likelihood of errors 

increases, and such errors can be costly. System errors can cause unexpected anomalies in system 

performance and undermine data integrity. Without constant monitoring, data sets might be out of 

conformance with their policies, exposing data to unnecessary risk and reducing data quality. 

VIRTUAL MACHINE SPRAWL 

The ability to rapidly deploy virtual machines (VMs) through the use of templates, cloning, and automated 

provisioning is useful, but abandoned resources and orphaned volumes can contribute to data center sprawl. 

LACK OF INFRASTRUCTURE VISIBILITY 

The absence of a clear picture of infrastructure resources contributes to inefficiency. It stands to reason that 

if your view is limited or siloed and you can‟t see how your resources—servers, storage, networks—are 

responding and reacting to one another, then there is no opportunity to proactively manage. 

MANAGING TO SLAS 

The ability to predict failures, review trends, and measure events is challenging, yet it is critical to managing 

service level agreements (SLAs). Key performance indicators (KPIs) and important statistics are how your 

performance is measured by your customers, whether they are internal or external. 
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5 MEETING THE CHALLENGES TO STORAGE AND SERVICE EFFICIENCY 

OnCommand management software addresses these challenges through optimization of storage and 

service levels, driving efficiencies through control, automation, analysis, and integration. Our management 

software is directly aimed at helping customers gain the efficiencies of virtualized storage, managing the 

complexity of data center transitions, and attaining higher levels of storage and service efficiency. In so 

doing, enterprises can fully realize the benefits of server virtualization and move toward delivering IT as a 

service.  

This is accomplished through the following key tenets of efficient storage management: 

 Single, unified storage architecture and management tools 

 Automation to reduce errors and costs  

 Visibility and insight to make better decisions 

 Use of open APIs to integrate IT management for end-to-end control  

The sections that follow explain in greater detail how these key tenets drive storage and service efficiency, 

helping you meet the challenges to storage and service efficiency. 

6 HOW WE DO IT: CONTROL, AUTOMATE, ANALYZE, AND IT INTEGRATION 

Effective storage management is designed to optimize storage and service efficiency. OnCommand 

management software accomplishes this through three foundational methods of control, automation, and 

analysis, plus integration with overall IT infrastructure. Service automation capabilities feature policy-based 

workflows, automated error identification, and a service catalog for SLAs. Analytical abilities include capacity 

planning, VM optimization, and assurance monitoring in a multivendor IT landscape. Device management, 

problem detection, standardization, and the ability to closely monitor and report on environmental statistics 

provide valuable insight and enable precise control. Integration with leading management tools such as 

BMC, VMware®, Citrix, and Microsoft® can help consolidate management of both virtual and physical 

infrastructure, networks, and shared storage into a single, unified management environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2) Control, automate, analyze, and integrate. 
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CONTROL  

Control is about managing your NetApp storage infrastructure more effectively. Control provides centralized 

management, monitoring, and reporting tools to optimize your NetApp storage and meet your business 

requirements. OnCommand software provides you with a comprehensive monitoring and management 

dashboard so your storage infrastructure aligns with your business requirements. Assess the health of your 

storage infrastructure by proactively monitoring your storage with real-time problem detection and alerts. 

You get a better view of what is deployed and how it is being utilized, enabling you to improve your storage 

capacity utilization and increase the productivity and efficiency of your IT administrators.  

Achieve compliance and conformance with your business policies using enterprise-wide configuration 

management and distributed policy-setting capabilities. Create intelligent, comprehensive reports of 

utilization and trend information to support capacity planning, space usage, and backup allocation. Monitor 

system performance and health to mitigate potential problems. Deploy, provision, and manage your 

complete enterprise storage network from a central location. Role-based access controls let you assign roles 

to users based on their specific responsibilities so you can optimize staff resources. 

Proactively resolve problems with automated, remote diagnostic tools. We can help you identify storage 

infrastructure issues remotely through a continuous health check feature that automatically provides a step-

by-step plan of action to avoid disruptions to your business. This automated support service performs as a 

“virtual staff” to protect critical data, save time, and reduce the need for resources. With an aggregated view 

of all of the storage systems in your environment, you can quickly identify “at-risk” systems and prevent 

problems before they occur. Performance trending and visualizations of system, disk, capacity, and more 

are available, all using your Web browser. Access is complementary with a valid NetApp hardware support 

agreement. 

AUTOMATE 

Our automation capabilities are about reducing the time and complexity of provisioning and protecting your 

NetApp infrastructure. Our automation technology makes storage and service efficiency occur automatically 

by causing NetApp‟s shared storage differentiators to be put to use. Automation allows for a dramatic 

reduction of manual processes, which lead to errors and costly downtime. Using policy-based automation, 

you can standardize the utilization of your storage infrastructure. A service catalog lets you define service 

levels that specify attributes of the storage infrastructure. This allows for automating the task of provisioning 

and protection and frees administrators to define levels of service rather than repeatedly and manually 

executing tasks involved in the provisioning process. Policy-based automation allows creation of repeatable, 

automated provisioning for improved data availability and compliance with policies. Plus, automated 

provisioning is faster than manual storage provisioning, is easier to maintain than scripts, and helps 

minimize the risk of data loss due to error. 

The formidable job of managing distributed and disparate backup and replication environments is easier and 

your data safer using our OnCommand storage management software. Dataset and resource pool creation, 

policy configuration, and automated execution of configured protection and disaster recovery policies 

simplify otherwise complex and sometimes risky manual processes. 

ANALYZE 

Our analyze capabilities get you visibility into even the most complex multivendor, multiprotocol storage 

services. With detailed visibility into your infrastructure, you can gain service efficiencies and deliver on 

SLAs. Get a holistic view of your storage infrastructure as a unified set of services using analysis, discovery, 

correlation, service paths, simulation, and root cause analysis through our OnCommand management 

software. 

Successful capacity management requires analysis. With our capacity management capabilities, you can 

identify, plan, and forecast storage needs so you place the right amount of storage on the right platform at 
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the right moment. Assurance monitoring helps you quickly understand the availability, performance, 

relationships, and utilization of networked storage assets. Mitigate risk when implementing storage efficiency 

measures using predictive analysis to help make sure of intended outcomes. Your actions can have 

maximum positive impact when you‟re armed with a thorough analysis of your environment. Accurately 

discover and map storage costs against applications or business groups by monitoring actual resource 

consumption or allocation assignments to enable chargeback or cost awareness among lines of business. 

For new environments, our storage management software helps you accurately plan your ideal virtualized 

environment. For mature deployments, you can better align virtual machines and storage to reduce capacity 

and performance concerns toward realizing the full potential of virtual servers. If budgets are flat or down, 

our analysis capabilities can help quantify virtualization and capacity management ROI to demonstrate 

positive results or identify areas to target limited budgets for greatest return. 

You can include storage infrastructure as you analyze the impact of IT issues on business services using 

third-party orchestration, virtualization, or homegrown IT infrastructure management tools. This enables you 

to view storage as part of complete business services, including the impact of storage infrastructure to your 

overall IT infrastructure and virtual environment analysis. In so doing, you can define a service model that 

represents how assets operate together to deliver not just a storage service, but also a business service.  

Bottom line, proactively understanding what you have and making informed decisions that align storage 

resources with business needs dramatically increase your ability to achieve positive outcomes for your 

business.  

IT INTEGRATION 

NetApp‟s differentiator is that we integrate with higher level management platforms that include integration 

with leading infrastructure management providers through strategic partnerships. Through our open 

interfaces, we allow third-party management platforms or your homegrown management tools the same 

level of access as that of NetApp‟s own management tools. This enables integration at a much higher level 

of abstraction and empowers you to perform policy-based automation tasks for storage from your existing 

tools.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3) IT integration: access and develop. 
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ACCESS 

Provisioning of new services across servers, network, and storage resources is easier with our open 

management solutions, which integrate with tools from leading vendors such as BMC, CA, VMware, 

Microsoft, and Citrix. Empower administrators with end-to-end service automation across your infrastructure 

from service request to provisioning, deployment, management, and deactivation. Integration with 

orchestration and virtualization management tools enables automatic delivery and enforcement of policy-

based storage provisioning, protection, and efficiency strategies, such as tiering, from your infrastructure 

management tools. As a result, your storage requires less management because provisioning occurs on 

demand.  

DEVELOP 

Use our APIs to tap into our quick and efficient cross-infrastructure storage provisioning, which extends to 

NetApp shared storage. NetApp Manageability Software Development Kit (SDK) and Web APIs give 

platforms a tighter integration at a higher storage abstraction layer, enabling policy-based automation for 

protection and provisioning tasks on NetApp storage. This helps you consistently meet service levels and 

scale your environment as you add new applications and services. 

7 CONCLUSION 

OnCommand management software delivers on storage and service efficiency, reducing IT spend by as 

much as 50%. It‟s the ideal storage for optimizing your virtualized environments through control, automation, 

and analytics. OnCommand is a key enabler of the NetApp unified storage architecture, with multiprotocol 

support, a single storage operating system, integrated data protection, and support for multiple tiers of 

storage, helping you go further, faster. 

Consider a storage assessment, which can help identify the right NetApp solution for your data center, or tap 

into the My AutoSupport™ remote diagnostics tool to gain valuable insights about your existing NetApp 

storage environment. See links in our references section and call your NetApp representative to get started.  
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